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ABSTRACT: We report on the hard x-ray and optical activity of Ex Hydrae and V1223 Sgr.
These objects have recently been proposed to be among the dominant X-ray source population
detected near the Galactic centre, and they also contribute significantly to X-ray diffuse Galac-
tic ridge emission. The two objects were observed with Suzaku satellite on 18-07-2007 for 91
kiloseconds (ks). We modeled the spectrum of the systems with an absorbed bremsstrahlung
model plus three Gaussian lines for the iron lines. We resolved the neutral or low-ionized (6.41
keV), He-like (6.70 keV), and H-like (7.00 keV) lines in both sources. The absorbing hydrogen
column density in both the full and partial covering is not present in Ex hydrae but present in
V1223 Sgr, hence the hard X-rays in Ex Hydrae are created at the boundary layers between the
accretion disk and the white dwarf surface due to irradiation, producing the line energy range of
6.4, 6.7 and 6.9KeV of H-like and He-like iron by bremsstrahlung cooling while the hard x-rays
in V1223Sgr are produce by collisional ionization of the k-shell followed by florescence of atoms
in ionized state, producing the line energy range of the 6.40, 6.70 and 7.00 due to collisional
ionization around the white dwarf surface. The optical emission from the IPs is produced by
a hot spot, where the matter from the donor star interacts with the outer rim of the accretion
disk. A multi-frequency (from optical to X-ray) investigation of these intermediate polars is essen-
tial for understanding the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed activity of these objects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cataclysmic variables (CVs) show evidence of Optical and X-ray
activity in its spectrum from radio to γ-rays. CVs are interacting
binary systems which consist a hot white dwarf (WD) and a
red main-sequence star of spectral type M or K, which fills
the volume of its inner Roche lobe and transfers matter to the
vicinity of the WD (Warner, 1995). The mass transfer between
components causes the observed activity of the CVs, which varies
from relatively small light variations (flickering) to enormous
photometric changes (outbursts of novae) on time scales that cover
a wide range from very fast variability of fractions of seconds
(flickering) to long term variations of several years or decades
(activity cycles).

Depending on strength of the WD magnetic field, the accreted mat-
ter creates an accretion disk (classical CVs) or follows magnetic
lines and falls to the surface of the WD (magnetic CVs). Mag-

netic CVs are a small sub-set of all catalogued CV systems, and
fall into two categories: polars and intermediate polars (IPs). In
IPs, the WD magnetic field (106 − 107G) is not strong enough to
disrupt the disc entirely but simply truncates the inner part of the
disc (Patterson, 1994). An accretion flow is channeled down to-
wards the magnetic poles and onto the WD surface. When the
transferred material impacts the WD atmosphere, a strong shock
is formed above its surface (Aizu, 1973). The temperature in the
post-shock region (PSR) can be very high and the plasma is cooled
mainly via optically thin bremsstrahlung radiation in the hard X-
ray band (King and Lasota, 1979). As suggested by (Nwaffiah and
Eze, 2014), the broadband spectra (3-100 keV) of the studied IPs
can be well fitted by a thermal bremsstrahlung model with PSR
temperature kT ≈ (20-25) keV. Reflection of the bremsstrahlung
photons at an optically thick cold medium can also contribute to
the hard X-ray spectrum (VanTeeseling et al, 1996).
In total, 32 CVs (and 2 symbiotic systems) were detected in the
data of INTEGRAL (Bird et al, 2007, Kniazev et al, 2008, Masetti
et al 2008). This is more than was expected, and it represents ≈
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5% of all detections of this space observatory. The sample of IPs
detected in the (20-40) keV energy band has 23 members, repre-
senting more than 70% of all CVs detected by Suzaku (Galis et al,
2009). IPs are the most luminous and the hardest X-ray sources
among accreting WDs. In hard X-rays, these objects seem to be
more luminous (up to a factor of 10) than polars (Chanmugam
et al, 1991). In strongly magnetized (B ≈ 107G) polar systems,
cyclotron radiation is an important cooling mechanism, which sup-
presses high temperature bremsstrahlung emission, whilst it should
be negligible for IPs. This could explain why most of the CVs
observed in the hard X-ray band are IPs. No significant modula-
tion has been found so far in the 20-30 keV light curves (Barlow
et al, 2006). Most CVs seem to have persistent soft gamma ray
fluxes. Nevertheless, the sample detected by INTEGRAL repre-
sents only 25% of all known IPs (Galis et al, 2009). Some IPs are
not detectable even if we have significant exposure time (more than
4Msec) for these sources. This fact can be related to the activity
state of these interacting binaries. To understand this relation, it
is necessary to study the correlation between the activity state and
the X-ray emission of IPs Exhydrae and v1223 Sgr.

II. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ACQUISITION

Ex Hydrae and V1223 Sgr were observed by Suzaku for 91 kilo sec-
onds on July 18, 2007 (obsid 402001010). The pointing directions
were chosen to center the source on the HXD detector, which has
the effect of reducing the effective area of the XIS detectors by 10%
due to vignetting (Esaenwi et al, 2015, Nwaffiah and Eze 2014). All
four XIS detectors were in standard imaging mode. The data were
processed using version 2.0 of the standard Suzaku pipeline soft-
ware. We downloaded Ex Hydrae data from suzaku archive. We
also used the publicly available observational data from Suzaku to
study possible variability of the selected IP V1223 Sgr in the hard
X-ray spectral bands. In addition, observations from same Suzaku
data were used to look for long-term variability of these objects in
optical band.

III. DATA ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

On the analysis of intermediate polar Ex Hydrae and V1223 Sgr,
we extracted all events fo both sources within 250¨of Ex Hyrae for
each of the four XIS detectors to create the source spectra, but
in some cases where the 250¨radius overlaps with the calibration
sources at the corners, the radius was adjusted accordingly. We
also extracted the XIS background spectra with 200¨radius from a
circular region with no apparent sources that was offset from both
the source and the corner calibration sources, while the radius was
similarly adjusted in cases where it overlaps with the calibration
sources at the corners. The light curve of the XIS event for both
sources showed no sign of flares either in the complete event
list or the source events, so all events were kept. We generated
response matrices File and Ancillary Response File for the XIS
detectors using version 2007-05-14 of xisrmfgen and xissmarfgen
respectively. Suzaku XIS 0, 2, and 3 have front-illuminated (FI)
chips with similar features, so we merged the spectra of XIS 0
and 3, which we hereafter refer to as XIS FI (XIS 2 has been
out of service since November 9, 2006 due to an anomaly). The
broadband spectrum (3-40) keV of this objects was fitted by the
bremsstrahlung model with temperature kT = 10.0± 1.0keV for
Ex Hydrae, kT = 25.0±3.0keV for V1223 Sgr and iron line energy
of E6.4 KeV = 6.41 ± 0.01 keV, E6.7 KeV = 6.66 ± 0.02 keV,
E7.0 KeV = 6.95 ± 0.01 keV for Ex Hydrae and E6.4 KeV =
6.38 ± 0.01 keV, E6.7 KeV = 6.67 ± 1.00 keV, E7.0 KeV = 8.3
± 0.05 keV for V1223 Sgr. The analysis showed that accounting
for Compton scattering does not significantly change the obtained

mass of the WD (MWD ≈ 0.9M�) (Suleimanovetal, 2008).

We used xselect filter time file routine to extract the source and
background spectra for each observation. The dead time for the
observed spectra was corrected using the hxddtcor in the suzaku
FTOOLs. Exposure time for all observations at the derived back-
ground spectra were increased by a factor of 10 to compensate for
the event rate in the PIN background event file which is made 10
times higher than the real background for suppression of the poi-
son error according to the standard analysis procedure. Spectral
analysis of our data were done using XSPEC version 12.7.0. Errors
reported in this work are errors obtained using the XSPEC error
command. XSPEC is available via the HEASARC online service,
provided by NASA/GSFC. We resolved the neutral or low-ionized
(6.41 keV), He-like (6.70 keV), and H-like (7.00 keV) lines for both
sources. The hard X-rays of Ex Hydrae is created from the bound-
ary layers between the accretion disk and the white dwarf due to
irradiation, producing the line energy range of 6.4, 6.7 and 6.9KeV
of H-like and He-like iron by bremsstrahlung cooling while that of
V1223 Sgr is by collisional ionization of the k-shell followed by flo-
rescence of atoms in ionized state producing the energy range of
6.4, 6.7 and 7.0 KeV, (Esaenwi and Eze, 2014, Nwaffiah and Eze
2014).

Intermediate polar V1223 Sgr is a bright X-ray source (4U 1849-
31) with possible X-ray flare activity. A short term burst has also
been detected from this system in the optical (VanAmerrongen,
1989). These outbursts are probably a result of disk instabili-
ties or an increase in mass transfer, but there is no correlation
between optical and X-ray burst activity. Moreover, episodes of
deep low state (decrease by several magnitudes) of V1223 Sgr in
the optical band have also been detected (Garnavich and Szkody,
1988). The broad-band (3-40) keV spectrum in our model was
very well fitted by a bremsstrahlung model with temperature kT
= 25.0 ±3.0 keV for V1223 Sgr and 10.0 ±1.0 keV for Ex Hya.
During the monitored period, the line fluxes of these object were
(3.30 ± 0.20) Ö10−5 photon cm−1s−1, (2.90 ± 0.30) Ö10−5 photon
cm−1s−1, (1.10 ± 0.30) Ö10−5 photon cm−1s−1 for Ex Hydrae
and (15.7±0.7)Ö10−5 photon cm−1s−1 , (11.3±0.6)Ö10−5 pho-
ton cm−1s−1, (8.3±0.5)Ö10−5 photon cm−1s−1 for V1223 Sgr, in
the (3-40) KeV. Here we split the data accordingly to investigate
long-term X-ray variability. The spectrum are displayed in Fig-
ure 1, for Ex Hydrae and V1223 Sgr. It is clear that during the
monitored period the fluxes of V1223 Sgr were long-term variable
(especially in the softer bands), with a significant drop around MJD
≈ 53650. The optical light curve of V1223 Sgr is shown in Figure 2
for both sources. We can see from the spectrum that optical bright-
ness of these sources was long-term variable. Moreover, the light
variations are strongly correlated with the changes in the (15-25)
keV, and (25-40) keV spectral bands with correlation coefficients
0.81, 0.82 and 0.89, respectively. Our detailed period analysis of
Suzaku data did not yield any significant period, only partial de-
tection of the orbital period Porb = 3.37 hrs. This was probably
caused by complex intrinsic variability (flickering) of V1223 Sgr,
possible period variations or the drastic change in the brightness of
this object during monitored period. However, a particular anal-
ysis is not possible due to inappropriate time distribution of the
data. The medial fluxes of V1223 Sgr during the monitored pe-
riod were (15.7±0.7)Ö105 photon cm1s1 , (11.3±0.6)Ö105 photon
cm1s1, (8.3±0.5)Ö105 photon cm1s1 V1223 in (3-6) keV, (6-10)
keV, (10-15) keV and (15-25) keV band, respectively. As we can
see the corresponding errors are large for Vi1223 Sgr, therefore we
can conclude that the Suzaku fluxes of V1223 Sgr were persistent
within their errors in the monitored period. Typically, soft X-ray
modulations were observed in the orbital period, in spin period of
WD, or a beat between the two IPs. However, the IPs are close
binary systems with orbital periods in the order of hours and these
objects, are not detectable on these time scales by Suzaku.

The parameters shown in Table I for Ex Hydrae are the con-
tinuum temperature in (KT) KeV, The continuum flux in 10−3

Photons−1cm−2(Fcounts), The centroid energy 6.4, 6.7, and
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TABLE I: Fitting parameters of Ex Hydrae

SPECTRAL

PARAMETER VALUE UNIT

C Unitless

NF
H eV

NP
H eV

KT 10.0± 1.00 keV

Fcounts 20.80 ± 0.10 ×10−3Photons−1cm−2

E6.4 6.41 ± 0.01 KeV

E6.7 6.66 ± 0.02 KeV

E7.0 6.95 ± 0.01 KeV

EW6.4 28.00± 3.00 eV

EW6.7 32.00± 1.00 eV

EW7.0 109+3
−4 eV

F6.4 3.30 ± 0.20 ×10−5Photons−1cm−1

F6.7 2.90 ± 0.30 ×10−5Photons−1cm−1

F7.0 1.10 ± 0.30 ×10−5Photons−1cm−1

TABLE II: Fitting parameters of V1223 Sgr

SPECTRAL

PARAMETER VALUE UNIT

C 0.41 ± 0.03 Unitless

NF
H 72 ± 5 eV

NP
H 2.3 ± 0.2 eV

KT 25.0± 3.0 keV

Fcounts 34.5 ± 0.3 ×10−3Photons−1cm−2

E6.4 6.38 ± 0.01 KeV

E6.7 11.3 ± 0.6 KeV

E7.0 6.95 ± 0.01 KeV

EW6.4 89 +17
−8 eV

EW6.7 59 +18
−8 eV

EW7.0 6.95 ± 0.01 eV

F6.4 15.7 ± 0.7 ×10−5Photons−1cm−1

F6.7 11.3 ± 0.6 ×10−5Photons−1cm−1

F7.0 8.3 ± 0.5 ×10−5Photons−1cm−1

7.0 lines (E6.4, E6.7, and E7.0) in KeV, Line fluxes in 10−5

Photoncm−2s−1 (F6.4, F6.7, and F7.0) and the Equivalent widths
in eV (EW6.4, EW6.7, and EW7.0). Ex Hydrae do not have both
absorptions of Hydrogen column density of full and partial cover-
ing matter (NF

H and NP
H) with the covering fraction of the par-

tial covering matter (C). While Table II summarizes the parame-
ters for V1223Sgr, they are, hydrogen column density of the full-
covering and the partial-covering matter), the covering fraction of
the partial-covering matter (C), the continuum temperature in keV
(kT), the continuum flux in 10−3(Photoncm−2s−1(Fcounts ), the
center energies of 6.4, 6.7, and 7.0 lines in keV ((E6.4, E6.7, and
E7.0) ), the line fluxes in ( 10−5 Photons−1cm−1), and the cor-
responding equivalent width in eV ( (EW6.4, EW6.7, and EW7.0)
). Table I and II also summarizes various mean quantities from
the Fe Kα line measurements, estimated from data parameter of
each source. We suggest that any sample properties derived using
our results should take account of any possible bias that may cause

variability.

    
 

                                                                  

 

Ex Hya 

V1223 Sgr 

FIG. 1: Spectrum of Ex Hydrae and V1223 Sgr.

Suzaku spectra of Ex Hydrae fitted with a simple thermal
bremsstrahlung model (suited to highly ionized disks) showing a
pointed X-ray spectral observations of Fe Kα due to irradiation
of the accretion disk by the hard X-rays from the boundary layers.
The insert shows an expanded version of the resolved iron line com-
plex. The light curve of V1223 Sgr is also shown above; it could be
observed from the figure that the light curve of V1223 Sgr shows a
deep drop in photon counts around 4.2×104s–6.3×104s during the
time of observation showing evidence of X-ray flare activity.
The light curve of Ex Hydrae and V1223 Sgr is shown in figure
above. It could be observed from the figure that the light curve of
Ex hydrae shows no significant flare but V1223 Sgr shows a deep
drop in photon counts around 4.2×104s–6.3×104s during the time
of observation.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the observational data from Suzaku for IPs Ex
Hydrae and V1223 Sgr. Our analysis of the data from Suzaku
showed that the fluxes of these objects are long-term variable,
mainly in the (15-25) keV and (25-40) keV bands. Moreover this
hard X-ray variability is correlated with the changes in the optical
spectral band in the case of V1223Sgr. Our analysis revealed a
deep flux drop around MJD ≈ 53,650 observed in both the X-ray
band and the optical band for this intermediate polars.
A significant part of the optical emission from these IPs is produced
by a hot spot, where the matter from a donor star interacts with
the outer rim of the accretion disk. X-ray emission is produced by
the interaction of the accreting matter with the WD surface. The
emission in both the optical and the X-ray bands is therefore re-
lated to the mass transfer, and the observed variations are therefore
probably caused by changes in the mass accretion rate. Simultane-
ous analysis of multi-frequency observation (from optical to X-ray)
enables a complex study of the physical mechanism related to the
mass transfer in these interacting binaries.
We resolved the neutral or low-ionized (6.41 keV), He-like (6.70
keV), and H-like (7.00 keV) Fe Kα line complex in the system.
We observed from our analysis a high hard continuum in the
collisionaly-ionized source of V1223 Sgr reproducing the observed
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FIG. 2: Light curve of Ex Hydrae and V1223 Sgr.

continuum fluxes. We deduced a reprocessed Fe Kα fluorescence
line within the accretion disk and the surface of the magnetic white
dwarf by the hard X-rays from the boundary layers of Ex Hydrae.
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